Figure 1. (on the cover) The soil embankment in the foreground is developed from a campoct, loamy glacial till and is designated as LLWL on the
Twin Cities Sheet. Landscape variety of rolling, tree-covered hills and frequent ponds and marshes is typical of this soil landscape unit. Figure 2.
(above) Soil maps are developed from field examination and classification of soils. Soil scientists examining this soil core are F. Maynard Scilley
(left) and Robert A. Lueth, U.S. Soil Conservation Service.
By L. D . Hanson, Edward L. Bruns, and R. H . Rust 0
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INTRODUCTION

This extension ·b ulletin provides general land use interpretations for major soil landscape units in the Twin
Cities metropolitan area. This publication should be
used with Soil Landscapes and Geomorphic Regions, Twin Cities

Metropolitan Area Sheet.

1

Proper use of land is a complex and often controversial issue where urban development is occurring.
Many social values are involved in land use as well as
physical factors that impose limits on land use options.
For example, a parcel of land may have a pattern of soils
consisting of well-drained , gently rolling, sandy, forestcovered soils intermixed with peat bogs and shallow

• Respecti vely, professor and extension soils specialist, Depa rhn ent
of Soil Science, University of Minnesota; assistant stat soil scientist,
U.S . Soil Conservati on Service; and professor, Department of Soil
Sd ence, Uni versity of Minnesota.
1

Harms, G. F ., R. H. Rust and L. D . Hanson. 1975. Soil Landscapes and Geomorphic Regions. T win Cities Metropolitan Area
Sheet. Misc. Report 130-1975. Agricultural Experiment Station,
University of Minnesota.

Figure 3. This portion of a detailed soil map - at a scale of 4 inches
per mile - demonstrates the relative uniformity of landscape unit SSWD
in geomorphic region 29. Several individual soils occur in this area,
but most are sandy, well-drained, and dark-colored. This map area is
from sheet 17 of the 1974 Hennepin County soil survey.

Figure 4. This portion of a detailed soil map - at the same scale as is
figure 3 - exhibits a more complex pattern of soil variety that is typical
of landscape unit LLWL in the Eastern St. Croix Moraine. The unit is
dominated by loamy, well-drained, light-colored soils, but marsh and
poorly drained soils in depressions also occur. This example is from
sheet 73 of the Hennepin County soil survey.

marsh. This land could be u ed in widely different ways,
ranging from multi-stored commercial buildings on the
mineral soils and parking lots on the wet soils to preservation usage such as a nature center. Intermediate devation usage such as a nature center. Intermediate degrees of land use intensity might be single family houses
or specialized urban-oriented agriculture, such as vegetable fields and commercial sod enterprises .
Some important differences exist in the cost of the
different types of usage, but all are feasible. However,
there are also some unreasonable land use choices. Commercial buildings would not be built on the peat bog and
family houses would not be located in the marsh.
This publication points out the major physical suitability relationships between soils and the common types
of land usage in the Twin Cities metropolitan area. A
combination of maps, diagrams , tables, pictures, and text
will describ th se relationships.
These interpretations are not absolute! Rather, they
describe the dominant problems for a land area illustrated on the color d soil map in Miscellaneous Report
130 - 1975. Th scale of this map is 1: 125,000, which
means that on unit of distance of the map represents
125,000 equal units of actual distance. Therefor , a common-sized city block of 440 feet b comes too small to
id ntify on this general map. Twenty-four blocks would
be about 1 inch long on th soil map. Ar as of about 160
acres are the smalles t plots that can be illustrat d . Thus for
a specific location such as an individual lot or building site,
this map and r port should be us d only for preliminary

study. A more detailed map or- onsite inspection is needed
for most areas of the Twin Cities metropolitan area.
The relationship of the general soil landscape units to
the detailed soil survey maps available for most areas
should help you understand the inclusions and general
nature of the interpretations . Some units, such as the
SSWD in the Mississippi Valley outwash, are quite uniform and have few inclusions. (Inclusions are soil areas
that differ from the dominant soil indicated for that
area, but are too small to be identified in the map scale
being used.) Others, such as LL WL in the Twin Cities
formation of the Eastern St. Croix Moraine, are complex
and have a relatively large percentage of included contrasting soils. ( See examples of the detailed soil maps,
figures 3 and 4.)
The rating for suitability and degree of limitation is
based on the dominant condition in the soil landscape
unit and highlights the main limiting characteristic. It
does not rate the minor contrasting inclusions.
Interpretations are for general planning and not for a
specific house or playground. LLWL, as shown, has
severe limitations becaus e of slope. Some included areas
have severe limitations because of wetness. Others have
properties suitable for the intended use, but the areas are
small. For specific planning, detailed soil maps can be
obtained from local Soil and Water Conservation District
offices. Additional onsite assistanc from a professional
soil classifier would be b eneficial in the more complex
soil ar as .
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Figure 5. Ponding of water during snow melt or after heavy rains is common on level, fine-textured soils. Agricultural or other open space use is
appropriate for such soils.

Figure 6. Homes built in this high water table area are likely to have wet basements. Soil drainage systems for septic tanks will not function in
water-saturated soils.
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SOIL PROPERTIES

Understanding of soil variations is need d to avoid
costly problems. A review of common terminology and
concepts is pr s nted 1 ere.
Texture
Texture is th e most basic soil property. Texture is the
fin ness or coarsen ss of soil- essentia1Jy the size of
individual soil particle . Soil tex ture - both surface and
und rground- is important because it influences many
soil characteri ti cs.
Land cape architects and gardeners need to know
t xtural classifications of surface soils because texture
aff cts soil' natural fertility, its ability to drain properly,
and its water-holding capacity. Engineers and building
contractors are concerned with the texture of subsurface
soils because t xture affects drainability, water-holdin g
capacity, stability, ase of excavation, an d rodibility.
A general indication of the ffect of textur on orne
common soil characteristics is shown in table 1.
Since soils and soillike mat rials are usually a mixture
of various proportions of the three main-sized categori s
of particles - coarse ( and), medium (silt) , and fine

Table 1-The relative effect of texture on soil characteristics
Figure 7. The level of Big Marine Lake has risen in recent years, resulting in property damage and making this road impassable. Soil maps
can be used to identify areas that periodically have a high water table.
Figure 8. This field of carrots is located on a peat soil in Anoka County.
Approximately 180,000 acres of these organic soils are located in the
metro counties, and they are generally well-suited to vegetable and sod
production.

Soil texture
Soi I characteristics

Coarse

Fine

Water conductivity (or drainability) ....
Water holding capacity
Tota I Pore space .
Size of pores .. . .
Tendency to shrink and swell ....
Bearing strength, dry ......
Bearing strength, wet ...
Soil fertility - nitrogen and potassium .
Stability aga in st sliding on slopes
Erodibility (water) . ... ..

High
Low
Small
Large
Low
High
High
Low
High
Low

Low
High
Large
Small
High
High
Low
High
Low
High

Figure 9. Here are the relative sizes of three kinds of soil particles
enlarged about 500 times.
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(clay) - a system is needed to describe the common
size mixtures. The texture USDA classification system
used in soil survey reports is illustrated in figure 9. Civil
engineers also use two other systems- the Unified and
the AASHO- which have somewhat different pa'rticle
size definitions. (table 15, Misc. Report 1.30- 1975).

100.,.. ClAY

Color
Color of the surface soil is an important property for
agricultural soils. Dark colors indicate relatively high
organic matter which contributes to favorable tilth and
nitrogen release; however, surface colors are less important for urban applications.
Subsoil colors are important because light brown,
yellow, and reddish colors indicate rapid drainage; dull
gray and mottled colors usually mean slow internal drainage. These colors are more reliable in indicating natural
soil drainage than is the particular moisture condition at
the time a site is examined.
MAP SYMBOLS
To use the soils map, you must understand the soil
landscape unit ( SLU) symbols. Most SLU symbols are
four letters which indicate the texture, drainage, and
surface soil color.

Substratum textures (1st letter)
Clayey
Loamy
Sandy

Figure 10. The texture class of soil-such as loam, sandy loam, or clay
loam-is determined by the percentages of sand, silt, and clay. Follow
the appropriate percentage lines for sand, silt, and clay to their intersection. For example, a soil with 35 percent clay, 30 percent silt,
and 35 percent sand is classified as clay loam.

Root zone textures (2nd letter)

Figure 11. This landscape diagram illustrates the relationships between
several soil landscape units-LLWL, etc.,-the topography, and the
underlying materials. Twenty-one soil landscape units are on the Twin
Cities metro area map (Misc. Rpt. 130-1975).

Clayey
Loamy
Sandy---Drainage status (3rd letter)
Well-drained (free drainage)
Poorly drained
(Water movement re tcted)

LLWL

Surface color
Dark
Light

letter)

There are 36 basic soil landscape
units in a soil atlas map area.
These 36 LSU's result from the
combinations of four soil charac·
teristics: substratum texture; root
one texture; drainage; and surface

-colored ..
The 36 units result from the permutations or possible combinations of three substratum textures
times three root zone textures
times two drainage categories
times two color categories.
(3 X 3 X 2 X 2 = 36)

In addition, special symbols identify areas that do not
fit one of the 36 SLU's. These are:

SSR
p

"

R
A
M
L

C2J
~
' '
~
0

"
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..:. steep, stony, rocky land
- peat (organic soils)
- bedrock
- alluvial land
- marsh
-lakes
-sand spots
- rock outcrops
- gravel spots
- quarry

SOIL-WATER RELATIONSHIPS

Many soil characteristics are closely related to the
soil's moisture con tent. In fact, most land in Minnesota's
climate can be considered a soil-water system because
wat r is an int gral part of th soil. One way to illustrate
th shear volume of this water- hidden from view in
the intricate network of pore spaces in the soil fabricis to compare it to a imilar amount in an open water
body. In th e metro area, water in a 5-foot depth of soil
would occupy a reservoir over twice the size of Mille
Lacs Lak at a d pth of 10 feet.
Water which supplies moisture for plants and which
often causes physical problems (such as seepage into
buildings) is contained in soil in the open pore spaces
b tween solid mineral particles. Several terms describe
this water and its movement into and throughout the
soil.
Total water is all the water in the soil at a particular
time. It can be measured by determining the weight loss
of a moist soil sample after it has been dried at 150° centigrade. Total water capacity is the amount of free "drainable"
water which a sa turated soil will hold. Because a finetextured soil - wi th higher amounts of small silt and clay
particles- has a relatively large number of small pore
spaces, it will have a higher total water capacity than
would a sandy, coarse-textured soil.

Figure 12. Small ponds and marsh areas are common in land depressions where the soil parent material is slowly permeable glacial till.

Soil permeability is a soil quality that allows water or air
to move through it. It can be measured by noting the
rate of flow of water under specified conditions. This
measurement for saturated soils is called hydraulic conductivity. Generally, soil water movement is more rapid in
sandy than in clayey soils, but if the soil is saturated
(above the total water capacity) , water will move readily
in all textures. Therefore, basements and areas where
soils are expected to bear the load of a building or highway traffic should be selected for adequate natural drainage; otherwise, artificial drainage should be provided.
Consistence and soil strength describe resistance to rupture
or change in form when stress is applied. In this publication, only general information is given to describe the
relative strength of soils shown on the soil landscape
geomorphic region map. Generally, sandy soils developed
on deep deposits of sand and gravel are well-suited to
building construction because they have a high bearing
strength under both wet and dry conditions .
At the other end of the texture range, soils with a
high proportion of silt and clay require larger and deeper
footings to carry a load than do sandy soils. With changes
in moisture, these soils shrink and swell; a relatively small
amount of water can change a resistant solid soil mass to
essentially a liquidlike material.
Figure 13. In contrast to figure 12, the land depression here is welldrained because of the soil substratum of sand and gravel and a low
water table.
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Figure 14. (opposite page, top) This broken wall is because of failure to correct a low bearing strength soil situation.
Figure 15. (opposite page, bottom) The nature of the soil, particularly the layers underlying the surface, determine how
a soil will perform for building support as well as for other urban and agricultural uses.

HYDROLOGIC GROUPS

As population density and land values increase, the
ffects of uncontrolled runoff become an economic burden; in some cases, th y become a serious threa t to the
health and well-being of a community and its citizens.
Solutions must be provided for water problems caused
by radical changes in land use. Estimating the magni tude
and frequ ncy of future flood events allows systematic
plannin g and installation of structural and nonstructural
m asures to reduce hazards to acceptable levels.
Management of runoff from even minor storms is
rapidly becoming an engineering requirement for local
governments which must help reduce neighborhood
floodin g and stream erosion. Rapid deterioration of
stream channels - caused by increased storm runoffhas had a detrimental impact on communities. Ordinances are now in effect in many communities to regul ate development on floodplains and lakeshore.

Urbanization of a watershed changes its response to
precipitation. The most common effects are reduced infiltration and faster runoff, resulting in significantly higher
p ak rates of runoff. The volume of runoff is determined
primarily by the amount of precipitation as well as by
infiltration characteristics related to soil type, to previous
rainfall, to type of vegetative cover, and impervious surfaces and surface retention.
Since urban areas are seldom completely covered by
impervious structures, soil properties are important in
estimating total volume of direct runoff. Soils' infiltration and percolation rates indicate their potential to
absorb rainfall, thereby reducing the amount of direct
runoff. Sandy soils with a high infiltration rate have a
low runoff potential; soils having a low infiltration rate,
(clayey texture, for example) have a high runoff potential. Urbanization on soils with a high infiltration rate

Figure 16. This natural marsh area has value as open space and wildlife area. It acts as a nutrient and sediment trap as well as a water storage
area. It is poorly suited to development because of wetness and low soil strength.
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incr ases the volume of runoff and peak discharge more
than does urbanization on soils with a low infiltration
rat .
Since soil properties affect the runoff properties,
landscape units have been placed into these four hydrologic groups :
A. Soils with a low runoff potential because of infiltration rates. They are deep, well- to excessively
drained sands or gravels. These soils also have a high
rate of water transmission.
B. Soils with a moderate infiltration and transmission
rate when thoroughly wetted and consisting chiefly of
moderately deep to deep, moderately well- to welldrained soils with moderately fin e to moderately coarse
textures.
C. Soils having slow infiltration and transmission
rates when thoroughly wetted. The group consists primarily of soils havin g a layer that impedes downward
movement of water; the impeding layer can be bedrock
or a seasonal high water table. Also included are
moderately fin e- to fine-textured soils.
D. Group D consists of soils with high runoff potential. (Soils having very slow infiltration rates.) These
soils have a slow infiltration rate because of clay content,
hi gh water table, or claypan or clay layer at or near the
surface. These soils have a very slow rate of water
transmission.
Some poorly drained landscape units have a dual
rating. This is because some units-SLV's with a P symbol
-have greater infiltration and storage potential when they
are artificially drained; therefore, they have a lower runoff
potential.
Figure 17. Location of hydrologic soil groups in the metro area.

Figure 18. (above) The snow melt from this parking lot in the City of
St. Anthony illustrates the problem of accelerated urban runoff. Thousands of acres of impervious surface reduces the amount of water that
enters the natural hydrologic cycle. Figure 19. (below) Hydrologic characteristics of major soil landscape units.
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1.0

DOMINANT SLOPE

Slope can be considered a soil property. Slope is
measured in percent, which is the change in elevation
or vertical distance in 100 units of horizontal distance.
Slope patterns, just as are other features of soils
and landscape, are quite variable in the Twin Cities
area. There are extensive areas of nearly level land.
These areas resulted from the sorting and deposition
actions of glacial meltwater. Examples of these geomorphic areas are the Anoka Sand Plain and three outwash valley regions along the principal rivers.
However, some of the steepest slopes are also close
to the major rivers. The Minnesota River flows in a
valley cut by a once much larger glacial meltwater river.
This valley, as well as the St. Croix and lower Mississippi
valleys which extend from Fort Snelling to Hastings,
have steep slopes together with narrow bench terraces
which are level, but most of the rolling and steep
topography is associated with moraine belts east, south,
and west of Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Slope is a basic land feature that modifies many
other characteristics of soil and its use. Generally, most
urban construction is cheaper to build and maintain
when it is located on level sites. Some facilities, such as
railroad switching yards and airports, require virtually
levelland.
The terrain pattern of broad level outwash plains and
rolling moraine areas has resulted, to a great extent, in
a natural zoning of land use. This is particularly true in

St. Paul where the flat, but firm, well-drained river terrance land north of the Mississippi River provided an
ideal landing site for river boat cargo-the original impetus for the city. Early roads, and later railroads,
followed the easy grades along glacial drainage ways;
consequently, heavy industry and manufacturing tended
to be concentrated in these transportation corridors.
Residential land occupied space between transportation
corridors on land which was usually steeper in slope.
This pattern has persisted, to some extent, in the highway era. However, with the advent of high-speed
highways, and key bridges, availability of large blocks
of level land has resulted in extensive development of
residential areas 20 to 25 miles from urban centers.
Lower cost housing, in general, is associated with these
level outwash soils, while larger, and somewhat more
costly houses are associated with moraine-type sloping
areas.
This development of level land and accompanying
growth trends in the Twin Cities area was quite accurately
predicted in 1961 by John Borchert', a University of Minnesota geography professor.
2

Borchert, John R. 1961. The Twin Cities Urbanized Area: Past,
Present, Future. The Geographical Review. Volume 51, pp.
47-70.

Figure 21. Dominant slope of major soil landscape units.
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Figure 22. This land in central Dakota
County is classified as prime farmland. The
land is level, and the soils are suitable for
high yields of most Minnesota agricultural
crops.

CROPLAND SUITABILITY

Soils' suitability for cropland in the Twin Cities
seven-county meh·opolitan area is classified into four gene~al categories: prime; good; marginal; and unsuited.
Pnme farmland has the soil and climatic qualities to continuously produce high yields of crop when treated and
managed according to appropriate farming methods. Soil
qualiti s of the area are similar to those of Class I and II
of the land capability classification system of the Soil Cons rvation Service.
Good farmland has the soil and climate needed to produce
high yields of crops when intensive management is applied to overcome the hazards and limitations. Good
farmland soils are those which would be rated Class III
in t~e Soil Conservation Service land capability system.
Margmal farmland has soil and climate which restricts crop
production, even when normal levels of farm management
are applied. This category has soils of Class IV in the
SCS land capability system.
Unsuited for farmland is land with soils so steep, wet, or shallow to bedrock that normal crop production is not practiced.
The main area of prime farm land is located in north
central Dakota County on the broad, level outwash plain
extending from Interstate 35 east to Hastings. These soils
are developed in silt loam material 24 to 36 inches deep
over sand and gravel. Another smaller area of prime
farmland is in northwestern Carver County along the
Crow River (Refer to the colored map enclosed.).
Many of the soils in western Hennepin, Scott, and
Carver Counties are almost as productive as are these
prime areas; however, they are placed into the good category because of moderate slopes and because of soil erosion which occurs when they are cropped intensively.
Because of th e extensive areas of sandy, droughty soils
and the rolling, moraine areas, the conflict between agricultural and urban use is not as severe here as it is with
some other cities. However, urban land use has been expanding into rural areas for many years, and this expansion has been at the expense of a considerable acreage of
farmland.

. Suitability ratings giv n for the various soil landscape
umts should not be consider d as the soils' productivity
or yield ratings. Ratings, particularly that of prime farmland, should be considered to be a recommendation for
land use because of a limited supply of productive soils
in the country. However, other factors need to be considered also.
The farmland suitability ratings are based on the
soil's natural properties. However, a soil which might be
completely unsuited for crop production in its natural
~ta.te :ould b~ made productive, for example, through
ungatJOn, dramage, or use of fertilizers. This occurs in
the metropolitan area, particularly in the potato-growing
area around Osseo in Hennepin County. Sandy soils there
have been modified by drainage and irrigation so that
high yields of early potatoes can be produced. However,
the suitability rating for farmland there is "marginal,"
when based on natural soil properties. This is also tru e of
many organic soils where high-value sod and vegetable
crops are grown. The farmland rating is good, rather than
prime, because of the need for drainage. These areas are
examples of a category called unique farmlands in a developing national system of inventorying farmland. Other
examples of unique farmland would be orchards and
landscape nurseries.
Table 2-Acres of cropland in Metropolitan Counties,' 1958 and 1974
County
Anoka
Carver
Dakota
Hennepin
Ramsey
Scott
Washington
Total

1958
73,500
120,550
224,200
94,700
10,000
126,000
122,500
771,450

1974
59,200
133,950
208,200
73,800

NA
123,700
130,100
728,950

Change

+
+
-

14,300
13,400
16,000
20,900
10,000
2,300
7,600
42,500

"Soil Conservation Service, Minneapolis-St. Paul Regional Area Level B
Study. Soil and Water Conservation Needs Inventory. Unpublished data

1975.
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The loss of cropland to urban development in the
seven-county area interests many people. It is widely believed that cropland is being drastically reduced because
of so-called urban sprawl. However, land use data show
that the actual decrease in cropland in the metro counties
has been relatively small. The 42,000-acre decrease in
cropland is 2.2 percent of the total area of about 2 million
acres.
Many people are surprised that this figure is so low.
These may be some of the reasons why this decrease is
relatively small:
1. Land use shift to urban uses has been substantial,
from 340,000 acres in 1958 to 552,000 in 1974over a 60 percent increase. However, cropland is
still the largest single use of land- accounting for
about 729,000 acres in 1974.
2. Rural land consists of several types other than
cropland; a substantial part of the 212,000-acre increase in urban land in the 1958 to 1974 period has
been at the expense of pasture and forest. These
are the Conservation Needs Inventory estimates on
changes in these types of land use in the 1958-74
period:
pasture
135,800-acre decrease
forest
18,350-acre decrease
3. Cropland increase factors have been operating in
the metro counties. Drainage of wetlands and the
increase in crop prices have shifted some noncropland to cropland. In fact, two of the counties - Carver and Washington- have shown cropland increases since 1958.
4. Relatively small cropland decreases do not mean
these changes are not important. The quality of
land available for cropping may be somewhat
lower than was that of land available before urban
growth. In other words, land which is made into
cropland may be marginal, with slope and drainage problems, while high-quality land is used for
houses, streets, and truck terminals. Detailed information relating to this question is generally
lacking.
One consideration in the proper balance between
urban and agricultural land use in the seven-county area
is the kinds of agriculture associated with the area. Just
as there are several types of urban development, there
are several types of agriculture.
Before the rapid urban growth of the 1950's, two general types of farming existed in the seven-county area.
The most extensive might be called a dairy-diversified
crop type, which was common on the east, south, and
west margins of the urban center. Specialized vegetable,
fruit, and potato farms were common on the Anoka Sand
Plain and along the Mississippi River in Hennepin and
Anoka Counties.
Soil patterns were closely related to these types of
farming. The sands and drained organic soils were suitable for the intensive vegetable and potato crops because
the soils were uniform in character and because precise
planting and harvesting schedules could be followed. The
more variable rolling areas in Washington, Dakota, Scott,
Carver, and Hennepin Counties were suitable for dairy

farms. Pasture and hayland occupied much of the rolling
land, and corn, soybeans, and small grains were grown
on the more level soil areas.
The small dairy farms and diversified crops have been
extensively replaced by a complex pattern of commercial
development, hobby farms, public and private recreation
areas, idle land being held for development, and specialized farms.
Soil resource differences explain some of these land
use patterns, but equally important factors are access to
roads and the distance to employment centers.
Several potential conflicts exist between the modern
commercial farm and the typical suburban family lifestyle. These might involve odors from livestock yards,
use of pesticides, and disagreements on the use of wetlands. However, there are also several complimentary
factors. Urban-oriented families like open space and
rural living opportunities, and this demand raises the
price of land and the net worth of many farm families.
The public policy questions of urban sprawl and
"protection" of prime farmland is beyond the scope of
this publication, but the soil map information and interpretations should be useful in further analysis of this
problem.

Figure 23. Cropland suitability of major soil landscape units.
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LAWNS AND GARDEN SUITABILITY

Lawns and gardens occupy most of the land in r sid ntial areas. They can make several important contribution to ci ty life. Th se con tributions can be considered
for th public at large or in t rms of individual r sid nts.
. In dividuals vary wid ly in their preference for a particular landscap surrounding. Some prefer the activity-,
traffic-, and buildin g-dominated sc n s of th inner city
rath r than a more natural rural nvironm nt. But most
people who live in or n ar citi s s m to place a high
valu on access to land having grass, gardens, and trees.
Figure 24. (top photo below) Houses
but terraces and retaining walls are
soil and provide space for outdoor
locations of suitability categories for
area.

can be located on steep slopes,
often necessary to stabilize the
use. Figure 25. (bottom photo)
lawns and gardens in the metro

Land in lawns and garcl ns in an urban ar a :
0
provid s a surfac for water infi ltration and, th cr
fore, reduces storm and meltwat -r runoff ·
0
provid s prot ction from wat r and wind ' ero ion·
: furn.i ~hes the living pl.ant materi als for landscaping;
ontnbut s to a sth t1 · asp ct an l I isur activiti s
of home lif ; and
0
r du ces summ r temperatures by providing a cooling, vaporating surfa area.
Soils whi ch ar I vel to g ntly rolling, whi ch ar fr e
draining, and ·which have a loamy t xture to hold moistur and nutri nt ar id al for lawns and garden . P rhaps less th an one-half of th r sid ntial lots in th Twin
Citi s ar a have this soil situation ; how v r in most cas s,
a reason able amount of ite modification can make a
lawn and garden possibl .
Figure 11 illustrat s the g neral suitability of the
various soil landscap units for lawns and gardens . A
mor d tail d table of specific suitability factors is provided on th nclosed int rpretation tab! .
Generally, soils d velop d from loamy glacial till provide few probelms for lawns and gardens, wh reas the
sandy soils of th Anoka sand plain or along th e outwash
plains n d add d top soil or irri gation to overcome
drought conditions. An exc ption is the large SLWD area
in central Dakota County, which is good for lawns and
gardens, althou gh it is underlain by coarse sand.
Figure 26. lawns and garden suitability for major soil landscape units.
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1.0

TREES AND SHRUBS SUITABILITY

Sh lter, shad , and b auty ar thr e major contributions of tr es and shrubs to life in the Twin Cities me tro
area. A variety of sp cies ar eith r native or have been
introdu c d into th area and perform well in the area's
climat an d soils. But not all species can be grown sue-

c ssfu ll y on all soils. Each speci s has a specific range
of to] r nc for th basic environmental factors of ught,
moistu r , temp rature, nutrients, and acidi ty. These to] rn es or ranges of adaptation hav been us d to group
soils into gen raJ suitability cat gories for trees and
shrubs. At the scale of th e m tro soils map, this is a general relationship. More detail d information about the
b st sp cies of trees and shrubs for particular locations
is available in the extension bull tins, Evergreens & Woody
Plants for Minnesota. '

A dep ndable guid is to observe an area's native vegtation. Except for sandy terraces along rivers and the
broad prairi area in wes tern Carver, Scott, and central
Dakota Counties, most of the Twin Cities m tro area was
originally in th e Big Woods- the native forest of deciduous trees which covered much of southeastern Minne ota.
This former forest of large deciduous trees illustrates
that the soils and climate in the Carver, H nnepin, and
Scott County ar as are well-suited to elm, basswood ,
maple, aspen, birch, and oak trees. Another forest type,
called Oak Openings ," dominated the red till moraine,
• Hard, C. Gu tav and Marvin E . Smith. 1966. Woody Plants for
1\linn sota. Ext nsion Bulletin 267-1966. Agricultural Ext ension
ervice, University of Minnesota.
Lofgren, J. A., H. G. Johnson, M. C. E isel, M. E. mith , and
J. P. McKinnon. 1968. E vergreens. Extension Bulletin 258-1968.
Agri cultural Extension ervice, Uni v rsity of Minn sota.
• 1arschner, Francis J. 1974. The Original Vegetation of Mi nnesota. orth Central Forest Exp rim ent Station, St. Paul.

Figure 29. locations of suitability categories for trees and shrubs in
the metro area.
Figure 27. (above) A stand of oak trees provides winter shelter for
hockey rinks in this New Brighton park. Figure 28. (below) Trees and
shrubs can be grown on all but the very wet soils in the metro area.
However, soils vary widely in their suitability for specific species.
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Twin City Formation. These soils have a coarser texture
and are more acid than are those on the Owatonna Moraine. The wet soils of the Anoka Sand Plain have a tree
and shrub vegetation consisting of willows, alder, dogwood, and red maple.
Many tree species can be grown in areas where they
did not grow under natural conditions. Some site changes
are often needed, however, to keep the plants healthy.
Figure 30 illustrates that most of the soil landscape
units ar suitable for growing a variety of trees and
shrubs. The loamy soils associated with the moraines are
rated good because of high available water-holding capacity and natural fertility. The units indicated as fair
suitability in figure 30 are rated thus because of sandy
textures or, in the case of alluvial soils, because of a high
water table. Several trees are adapted to these sites, such
as some of the pines in dry areas and willow and tamarack
on wet sites. Trees and shrubs can be grown, but fewer
species are adapted.
The same principle holds for the poorly suited areas
in figure 30. Here, wetness is the dominant problem;
fewer woody plants are available for these wet soil conditions.
Figure 30. Trees and shrubs suitability of major soil landscape units.
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Th Twin Citi es metropolitan area is growin g rapidly,
and this means continuous construction of new housin g.
Accordin g to the Twin Citi s Metropolitan Council, new
townhouses, duplex s, and sin gle-family houses were
being built at the rate of 11,400 per year in 1972-73. The
kind of soil has a direct impact on the design, cons truction ost, and maint nance of a house. Some soils are
asy to build on, while others may require modifications
to make construction feasible; otherwise in the latter
instance, th problems may be so severe that housing
onstruction is not r asonable.
Many areas now used for houses were used for farms ,
woodlots, and pastures just a few years ago. Some of
th se areas are on the flood plain of a stream, such as
those in soil landscap unit A of the outwash valley regions. Th stream may ov rflow only once in 5 or 10
years, but the chance of eventual damage is high and
may get higher as more development takes place in upstream drainage areas. Many people do not realize that
even a small creek or stream can become a raging, destructive torrent after prolonged or heavy rains . Many
communities have adopted, or are in the process of developing, floodplain ordinances which, in effect, prohibit
new homes in flood prone areas. In other areas, it is still
a "let the buyer beware" situation.
There are other sources of water damage. Most common in the Twin Cities area is the situation where soil

Figure 31. Homes built on steep slopes can be very attractive; how·
ever, there is added expense in developing lots and building retaining
walls to prevent erosion.
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water raises to near the surface during a wet period. The
water table may be at a safe depth most of the year. However, when th e wat r table ris s close to the surface, most
basements may be wet, sep tic tank systems may fail, and
plants may be damaged or kill ed. In some areas, houses
have been built on loamy or clayey soils with low
strength or that have high frost action potential. In these
soils, th e foundation can shift or settl e unevenly, and the
wa lls, plaster, and foundation may crack severely. Some
clay y soils expand as they absorb water and shrink as
they dry. Unless a found ation is designed for this stress,
it is likely to crack.
In some ar as, there is a hazard of erosion. Generally,
a correlation exists between steep slopes and erosion
ca used by rapid runoff of rain water. Erosion may also
be caused by water that flows onto property from higher
areas. Such running water may deposit sediment on
driveways and lawns, wash out shrubs and vegetation,
flood basements, and cause gullies.
Most homes in the Twin Cities area have basements.
If th soil is shallow over hard rock, it is difficult to excavate for a basement and utiliti es. The soil should be at
least 6 feet deep.
Although dominant soil characteristics can affect construction, many soil hazards or limitations can be overcome by special structural design or installation. Home
owners aware of major soil hazards can prevent damage
rather than incur the likely expense of repairing it. For
example, mod erate wetness can be reduced by installing
subsurface drains. Shrinking and swellin g of soils can be

overcome by a foundation designed to withstand this
stress.
The chart depicts the degrees or limitations for major
soil landscape units in each geomorphic region . The degree and kind of limitations for all landscape units is
given in the table enclosed with this publication.
Most soil landscape units with slight limitations for
houses are in the outwash valley regions and the Anoka
Sand Plain. This is because there are few soil restrictions
for building houses. However, some of the sandy soils in
these areas will blow and are too droughty for lawns and
ornamental plantings. Most areas in the Owatonna Moraine area have moderate limitations. These limitations
are due to slopes, soil strength, and frost action. With
proper planning and design, these limitations can be
easily overcome, and attractive housing developments
can be built.
Most of the Prior Lake Moraine area has severe limitations, primarily due to slope. This severe limitation
does not mean that homes cannot be built in this area,
but it does mean added expense, both in planning and
constructing the house. Because of these increased costs,
most of these homes are on larger lots and are more expensive than is the average home in the Twin Cities .
Figure 33. Soil limitations for houses of major soil landscape units.
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other homes in the neighborhood.
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1.0

LOCAL ROADS AND STREETS, SOIL LIMITATIONS
An area's soils can vary widely in their performances
as a base for streets and roads. Sandy or other coarsetextured oils are b st suited for streets because their
b arin g str ngth holds up when wat r content is high.
Also, they ar less subj ct to frost movement than are
fin materials. Th s problems can be overcome by removing the organi and fin e-textured material and replacing it with coarser material. The residential street
pictur d in figure 18 d monstrates the problem caused
wh n low bearing strength materials were not removed
during construction.
Soil maps can help planners and local officials in preliminary plannin g; however, sp cific soil tests on road
locations must be performed by professionals trained in
civil engine ring for street and road design. After this,
accurate construction costs can be d termined.
Steep slopes, frost action, high water table conditions,
and shallow b drock are other factors to be considered in
making general suitability ratings for roads and streets.
Loamy soils occurring in the till plains and moraines are
rated moderate to severe. A combination of the factors
listed above are involved. These factors are listed in
more detail in the summary table enclosed.
Organic soils are rated severe because they are very
poorly suited for any type of road use due to their wetness and low strength. Soils shallow to bedrock are difficult to rate for street and road use. The rock may be
an advantage for b aring strength, but th e cos ts of grading and construction may be higher than in unconsolidated material.

ARUS ARE tlllCORIUD ACCORO IIIC TO TM£11 llll l flliOII S
FOR USE &S A ll$[ fOR lOCAl ROAD S lMD STRUTS .

CODE

0

DEGREE OF HA ZARD
ARU S Of $ LICHT liMITAT ION FOR USl AS A USE
ARUS OF MOD£RAT( li ii iTATtOII
ARUS Of SfV(R( LIMITATIOII

Figure 34. (above) Location of soil limitations for houses categories in metro area. Figure 35. (below) Here is a township road in Rockford Township in Hennepin County during spring "breakup." The soil is Lester loam which occurs in the LLWD soil landscape unit.
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Figure 36. (top photo below) Soils high in clay and organic matter provide inadequate support for even residential streets. This street in the
Como area of southeast Minneapolis has now been rebuilt and paved.
Figure 37. (bottom) Soil limitations for local roads and streets of
major soil landscape units.
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SEPTIC TANK ABSORPTION FIELD, SOI L LI M ITATIONS

The population of the T win Cities metropolitan area
continu s to grow. Ad equate public sewer systems for
this n w growth ar not always available, esp cially in
the mor rural ar as. Ther fore, private onsite waste
disposal systems are used . Th s ptic tank- soil absorption syst m is commonly us d. Through a subsurface
drain sys t m, efflu nt from a s ptic tank is distributed
with reasonabl uniformi ty into the natural soil.
The septic tank-soil absorption sys t m shoul d function well for many years if the soil has th e capaci ty to
r ceive, absorb, and percolate the efflu ent and if the
sys tem is prop rly design d, install d, and maintain d.
Many priva te sewage disposal sys t ms have been located
in soils not ui tabl for th absorption of efflu ent or
which have been poorly d sign d. As a r suit, the sys tem
does not function properly, cr atin g an aggravatin g inconv nience for th homeowner, a serious health hazard
for the neighborhood, and potential contamina tion of th e
local and regional water r sources. Malfunctionin g s ptic
tank systems throu ghout an ar a have resulted in : odor;
effluent ponding and flowag into roadways, str ams,
and lakes; and pollution of groundwater and numerous
wells. In urban areas, soil absorption sy t ms shoul d b
considered temporary sys tems to be used onl y until public
s w rs ar available .
The soi l is a prim factor in th prop r fun ctionin g of
absorption systems. It must hav an acceptable percolation rate without interferenc from groundwater, flo odina, or bedro ck below the level of the absorption system .
Th soils of the Twin Cities m tropolitan area are grouped on the basis of their general limitations for use in
septic tank soil absorption systems . Rem mber, these are
broad categorie . Onsit in v sti gation- including a soil
Figure 38. This diagram of a septic tank-soil absorption system $hows
the septic tank, watertight sewer pipe distribution box, and tile lines
with space between tiles for soil absorption of effluent.
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percolation test- is needed to design a soil absorption
system.
Units listed as having slight limitations have rapid
permeability. In fact, the effluent percolates so rapidly
that there is a hazard of groundwater contamination.
Soils best-suited to accept effluent because of high permeability rates tend to be least effective in restricting the
movement of pathogens and nitrates.
Soils with moderate limitations may actually do the
best job of treating effluent, but the systems must be
carefully designed to overcome limitations of slope and
slower percolation.
The standard soil absorption system will not function
properly for a prolonged period of time in any of the
soils having s vere limitations. These limitations include
steep slopes, seasonably high water table, flooding, and
bedrock near the surface. Special systems are being engineered to overcome the limitations in some soils. These
have not been fully tested in the Twin Cities and do
not yet have approval by regulatin g agencies.

Figure 39. Soil limitations for septic tank-soil absorption systems of
major soil landscape units.
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SHALLOW EXCAVATIONS, SOIL LIMITATIONS

Excavations are an integral part of construction and
urban d velopmcnt. In addition to earth-moving for basements, footings, and foundations, hundreds of miles are
trenched annually for buried petroleum pipes and for
natural gas, water, tel phone, electricity, and sewer lines.
Excavations are made directly into the soil· therefore
oil properties have a direct bearing on the' feasibili~
and cost of making excava tions. Four soil conditions in
the Twin Cities metro area that have the greatest limitations on shallow excavations are: hazard of caving banks;
steep slopes; free water; and shallow depth to bedrock.
Because of the great number of shallow excavations
and the direct effect of soil properties on them, each of
Figure 40. This is the construction of the new Bookstore/ Admissions
and Records Building in front of Folwell Hall on the Minneapolis
Campus of the University of Minnesota. The two-story building will be
90 percent underground with a small single-story section on the right
side. The building was placed underground to preserve the fine open
view of Folwell Hall and to conserve energy.
Buildings above ground are subject to high temperatures and sun
loads in summer and low temperatures and wind chill in winter. Both
conditions require large amounts of energy to maintain comfortable
indoor conditions.
On the other hand, buildings below ground are surrounded by soil,
which is excellent insulation and is at an almost constant temperature,
a few degrees below that of indoors (Witness the pleasant conditions
in most basements with little or no heating or cooling.). These structures, therefore, use much less energy in summer and winter.
Reliable data for design of heating and cooling equipment for
underground buildings are not available for Minnesota conditions. Civil
and mechanical engineers at the university will be studying the energy
performance of this earth-protected building after it is completed. (Information on this topic has been prepared by Thomas P. Bligh, assistant professor, Civil and Mineral Engineering Department, University of
Minnesota.)

the landscape units has been rated for its general degree
of limitation for shallow excavations. Generally, the
sandy soils which dominate the outwash valley regions
and Anoka Sand Plain are easy to excavate, but caving of
side banks is a problem. This caving can present an extreme safety hazard, and a bank should be shored to prevent caving- adding to construction costs. Machinery is
difficult to operate on steep slopes. Steep slopes also require more cutting and filling, and they are very erosive.
Free water creates problems because it will rise to near
the surface in poorly drained soils, filling the excavation.
It is difficult to work with these conditions, which are
most severe early in the spring when water tables are
highest. Flooding also is a hazard on flood plain soils.
The fourth soil condition - shallow depth to bedrock has more obvious limitations. Hard bedrock is difficult to
excavate. In some areas, explosives are used to break rock
before excavating. However, some areas underlain by unconsolidated or weathered bedrock are easier to excavate.
Deep, well-drained, gently sloping loamy soils -such
as those in Unit LLWD of Hayward-Owatonna geomorphic region- have the fewest limitations or restrictions to use. However in these glacial till areas, large
boulders can often interfere with trench excavations.

Figure 42. (below) Graph of January and July soil temperatures at
various depths. Note that July temperature is colder than January at
16 and 27 foot depths. Data from Robert Maxwell, M.S. Thesis, Univ.
of Minn. 1964.
Figure 43. (bottom) location of soil limitation categories for shallow
excavations in metro area.
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Figure 41. Soil limitations for shallow excavations of major soil landsea pe units.
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LARGE-SCALE PARK DEVELOPMENT

Th n d for recreational opportunities in the Twin
Cities will grow with increas d population and urbanization. Parks, picnic areas, playgrounds, and nature centers
r quire land and "vater resources. Too often in the past,
parks wer th last to receive land space consideration.
However, not just any piece of land can be used for
r creation.
Soil landscape units have unique soil prop rties that
can affect r creation uses. Flood hazard severely limits
the use of soils for camps and recreation buildings, but
uch soils are suitable for hiking, nature study, and other
less int nsiv uses.
High wa ter tables pose problems for campsites, roads
and trails, playgrounds , and picnic areas; however, these
soils can be used for wetland, wildlife, and nature study
ar as.
Droughtiness makes growing grass difficult for prev.en ting er.osio.n , and droughty soils may require irrigatJOn to mamtam v getation.
Steep slopes limit the us of soils for playgrounds,
campsites, buildings, roads, and trails, but they are appropriat for hikin g areas.
If bedrock is at a shallow depth, it is difficult to level
areas for playgrounds and ampsites, to construct roads
and trails, and to es tablish vegetation. Shallow soils are
poorly suited for uses requiring extensive grading.
A clayey or sandy surface layer makes some soils und sirable for playgrounds, campsites, or other uses th at
require intensive foot traffic. Soils high in clay content
are sticky when wet, and they remain wet for long
periods after a rain. Loos e, sandy soils are unstable and
du sty when dry. Sandy loam and loam soils are most
suitable for recr ation uses requiring foot traffic.
The soil landscape units were given general ratings
based on soil properties. The proportion of each geomorphic region in the slight, moderate, and severe recreation suitability categories is given in figure 45. The
rating is given for all units in the table enclosed with this
publi cation .
Not considered in these ratings, but important in
evaluatin g a site, are locations and accessibility of an
Figure 44. The gently undulating to rolling units of LLWL are nearly
ideal for golf courses such as this. Topography adds interest, but is
not limiting. The loamy texture retains enough moisture for good
growth of grass and trees. The wet area was developed into a pond for
a water hazard.

area; t~ . size and s h a~e of the area and its scenic quality;
the ab1lity of the s01l to support vegetation; access to
water; pot ntial water impoundment si tes available· and
either ace ss to public sewer lines or capacity of th~ soil
to absorb sep tic tank effluent.
The limitations of soil landscape units are rated as
slight, moderat , or s v re. SUght means that the soil
properties are generally favorable and that the limitations are minor and easily overcome. M aderate means
that the limitations can be overcome or alleviated by
planning, design, or special maintenance. Severe means
that soil prop rties are unfavorable and that limitations
can be offs t only by costly soil reclamation , special design, intensive maintenance, limited use, or by a combination of these meas ur s.
Remember, landscape units are rated on their dominant limitation; inclusion of other soils with different
limitations may be in the unit. An example of this is Unit
SSWL in Geomorphic Region 45. It has inclusions of lesssloping soil that could be developed with proper planning. In addition , it has some of the amenities such as
steep tree-covered slopes and water areas that are appropriate for recreational use.
Figure 45. Soil limitations for a large-scale park development of major
soil landscape units.
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The bar diagram ill ustrates th e relat ive proportion s of
landscape units in a geomorph ic region. Minor unit s are
grouped into th o unrated section .

Figure 46. This hill located in Arden Hills is called a kame feature by
glacial geologists. It is an important source of sand and gravel in the
northern metro area.
SOURCE OF SAND AND GRAVEL

Although over one-fourth of Twin Cities metro area
land is within one of the sandy outwash geomorphic
areas, good sources of sand and gravel are relatively
scarce. Where glacial meltwater has removed the fine
silt and clay particles, most of these deposits are
domin antly sand rather th an gravel. So sand deposits
are relatively common, while high quality gravel
is scarce. Figure 50 illustrates th at all the major
soil landscape units are either fair or unsuited for
gravel excavation . Those rated fair for gravel are usually
a good source of sand. Of th e 32 soil landscape-geomorphic region combinations, only two are rated good
for gravel. These are the SSWD areas in geomorphic
regions 35A, 35B, and 45 and the present large gravel pit
areas shown on the soils map. Soils maps are only a pre-

Figure 47. Soil maps can be useful in locating areas where sand and
gravel deposits ocur.
liminary guide to the location of commercial sand and
gravel deposits. Geologic maps showing the nature and
depth of these deposits should be used, if available, because soil maps do not provide this information.
The Minnesota Geologic Survey has studied the problem of loss of valuable gravel deposits because of prior
use for houses in the Hopkins area. Communities can
regulate land use so that some of the gravel is removed
before long term urban development investment is made.

Figure 49. Suitability for sand and gravel of major soil landscape units.
Outwas h Valley Regions

Figure 48. Locations of soils areas asociated with sand and gravel de·
posits in the metro area.
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Figure 51. (opposite page, top) This new suburban street was not designed and built adequately for the soil conditions
at this site. Figure 52. (opposite page, bottom) Failure to replance a peat soil with a firm subgrade material can re·
suit in this type of surface subsidance. (Photograph courtesy Walter E. Parham.)

SOIL LANDSCAPE LIMITATIONS FOR
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Community and urban development is occurring
throughout th e Twin Cities area. Large development
projects are being built, such as Jonathan community in
Shakapee. Many development areas are much smaller
Figure 50. This attractive development was built on well-drained soils
and has utilized the poorly drained soils in the foreground for a pond
and open space, adding to the area's attractiveness.

than this, however, occurring along the roads, the rivers ,
and around lakes . Soil properties - such as natural soil
drainage, texture, penneability, depth to water table, and
soil slopes - have an impact on the type of development
or the cost to overcome limitations imposed by soil
characteristics. Compared to many large metropolitan
ar as in the United States, the Twin Cities metro area
has relatively few physical barriers to urban land use.
Except for scattered wetlands and a few steep bluffs and
escarpments, most of the land can be used in its natural
condition or can be easily modified for urban use at
reasonable cost. This situation -to a large extent- accounts for th e scattered low density type of development
in the Twin Cities metro area.
However, this doesn't mean there are no soil and
water resource problems asociated with urban development in this area. Many probl ms are just beginning to
become apparent to the general public - such as lack of
open space; deteriorating groundwater and surface water
qu ality; and wide variations in water levels, ranging
from wet basements to drought. Th ratings for community d velopm 'nt w re based on soil properties and
their combin d effect on foundations for buildings,
hous s, roads and streets, shallow excavations, and lawns
and gard ns. R fer to the sections dealing with each
specific use for a more complete description of the effects
and limitations of the landscape units for that use.
Ratin gs for community development assum e that public
sewers are available for waste disposal.
This chart and the map at the back of this publication
provide a general picture of the degree of limitations for
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development. The more severe the limitations, the greater
the development costs to overcome these limitations.
Problems may be so severe in some areas that it would
be wiser to use the area as open space or for some other
land use. The most severe limitations are usually in the
floodplains; the wet, poorly drained areas, including
marshes and peatlands; and the rolling to hilly areas in
the moraine regions. The sand plains generally present
the least problems for urban development because they
are well-drained, nearly level, and the coarse material
provides high bearing strength to support foundations.
The hazard of caving banks is relatively easy to overcome when overall favorable engineering properties for
building are considered.
A community development plan that addresses itself
to the soil landscape arid that uses the soil according to
its capability will have fewer soil-related problems and
a more attractive development. For example, in many
areas, the Jonathan development has followed the contour with streets, has left open spaces, and has developed
ponds in wet areas to encourage wildlife and to add to
scenic beauty. In addition, it has left green belts of trees
in some steep, erodible areas.
Figure 53. Soil landscape limitations for comunity development of
major soil landscape units.
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HAZARD OF SHEET EROSION
Erosion is a process of detachment and transportation
of soil particles. Rain falling on bare soil or on soil having
sparse cover detaches soil particles; the runoff carries the
detached particles down the slope. The force of the
moving water cuts rills and gullies. The soil particles are
deposited as the water slows down and spreads out.
Water moving over the land and iri downstream channels
carries soil material in proportion to the volume and
velocity of the water. The amount of erosion is determind by the kind of soil and vegetation, the slope, the
intensity of rainfall, and the farming or construction
methods.
The chart and map show that most of the outwash
valley region and the Anoka Sand Plain have slight
hazards of sheet erosion. This is because the areas are
nearly level and because many of the soils are sandy.
The hazard of the erosion becomes more severe as the
slopes increase. This is demonstrated in the Owatonna
Moraine area by the loamy soil landscape units having
moderate and severe limitations. The Prior Lake Moraine
has severe hazards of sheet erosion because of the rolling
landscape. Even though the hazard of erosion is severe,
the sediment yield to drainageways and lakes can be
small there because that geomorphic region has many
natural sediment traps. These are poorly drained depressions without an outlet.
Erosion, sedimentation, and storm water runoff is a·
serious problem in the metropolitan area. Erosion can
occur from both wind and water; however, wind erosion
can be easily handled by keeping the disturbed area
small and by revegetating as soon as possible. The majorFigure 54. Locations of hazard of erosion categories in metro area.
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ity of erosion occurs when storm water runs off too fast
and takes some of the soil with it.
Table 3. Hazard of sheet erosion in the Metro area
Degree of
Percent of
hazard
Acres
land area
Slight
862,500
48%
Moderate
744,400
41%
Severe
198,600
11%
Converting lands from farmland to urban uses causes
an increase of storm runoff. Increased runoff results from
an increase of impervious surfaces- such as roofs, driveways, streets, and parking areas- which do not allow
the rain water to infiltrate into the soil. Soil erosion in
developing areas is 10 to 100 times greater than is erosion
on similar agriculture land. However, this erosion quickly
abates once the construction is completed and vegetative
cover is established.
Runoff of the storm water is not damaging when it is
properly controlled. It becomes a problem when it flows
away too fast- such as down steep slopes- carrying
away some soil. Careful planning- with emphasis on
exposing raw areas for as short a time as possible and on
installing temporary water storage facilities- can significantly reduce erosion, runoff, and sedimentation from
these developing areas . An urban erosion control handbook containing recommended practices is available
through the County Soil and Water Conservation Districts.
The chart and map, figures 54 and 55, highlight the
hazard of sheet erosion in each geomorphic region. This
should serve as a general planning tool and alert developers and builders to possible problem areas.
NOTE: Al so see HAZARD OF SEDIMENTATION TO LAKES AND STREAMS.

Figure 56. Hazard of sheet erosion of major soil landscape units.
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Figure 55. Here is an example of severe erosion in an area that is
being developed. Conservation measures and early sodding reduce the
amount of erosion taking place. Sediment accumulating downstream
may cause more problems than does the damage to the eroding site.
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THE HAZARD OF SEDIMENTATION TO
LAKES AND STREAMS

·waterborne sedim ent from agricultural lands and
constru ction site activities in metropolitan areas degrades
our lak s, streams, and wildlife habitat ar as. Streets and
lawns in urbanized areas produce sediment and chemical
pollutants in storm runoff wat r.
S dim ent particl es are major transporters for pesticides and unwanted nutrients that may create fi sh kills
and alga bloom in lakes and streams . Sediment-lad n
wa ters lack aes thetic appeal, inhibit full use and developm nt of an area's water recreational resources, and promo t overuse and crowding of the area's nonpolluted
lakes and rivers. Sediment des troys fi sh-s pavvning b ds

in lakes, rivers, and shoal wat r areas and reduces li ght
p netration in lakes, inhibiting water plant growth whi h
breaks th e food chain required to sustain gamefish populations. Coarse sediment can fill road ditches, block road
culverts and bridges, fill storm s wers, cau e shoaling in
navigation channels, and can cover parklands with sand.
Sediment is transpol'ted by flowin g water. Most of
the products of erosion move only a few feet or yards
from where they wer eroded. A small portion will, however, reach a channel where it may be canied by the
current for long distances before being deposited into a
lake or swamp. Some fin er clay sediments are carried to
the ocean. The sediment delivery system is related to
channel density, topography, and entrapment areas. High

Figure 57. Sediment resulting from excessive erosion from the Battle Creek Park area is being removed to make the concrete flume functional
again.
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r
sediment yields can be expected from areas having abundant channels and gu llies, steep hilly topography, and an
ahs nee of lakes and swamps. Conversely, low sediment
yields can he expect d from areas having few channels,
flat topography, and an abundance of swamps and lakes,
su h as the flat Anoka sand plain.
The types of sediment carried by flowing water are
determined by the different erodible geologic materials
in a watershed. For example, streams flowing from the
Anoka glacial outwash sand area-such as Coon Creekcarry only coarse sand sediment and are generally clear,
wher as, streams flowin g from silty or clayey glacial till
areas - such as the Minnesota River Basin - contain
fin s dimen t and are generally murky.
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Figure 58. (below) This gully is developing into a drainage channel in
Battle Creek Park. This problem developed because of increased runoff from upstream urban development.
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Figure 59. Locations of areas with a hazard of sediment pollution of
lakes and water courses in the metro area.
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Figure 60. (opposite page, top) Agricultural soils can be fertilized with the sludge and effluent products of urban waste
water treatment plants. This is a storage lagoon for sludge on a LLWD soil landscape unit, which will be applied to an
isolated, closely monitored agricultural watershed near Rosemount. Agricultural Research Service scientists are studying
the hazards and benefits of various rates of sludge application on cropland. Dan Duncomb, Agricultural Research Service
technician, is shown near one of the pumps used to move the liquid sludge. (Photograph courtesy of the Metropolitan
Waste Control Commission.) Figure 61 (opposite page, bottom) This is a vegetable trial on a sandy SSWD soil near Elk
River, where digested municipal sewage sludge has been applied. Each ton of sludge contains about 100 pounds of nitro·
gen, 60 pounds of phosphorus, and 10 pounds of potassium. Guidelines for increased use of sludge on land are being developed based on this type of research. (Photograph courtesy Agricultural Research Service.)

Row crop farming creates the bulk of fine sediments.
Present conservation technology, when applied to farm·
ing operations, will cut soil losses to within tolerable
limits - generally 4 tons per acre. This allows the soil
to renew itself through weathering of underlying geologic
materials, whereas soil losses above this rate actually
mine the soil resource. However, erosion rates of 4 tons
per. acre still produce significant sediment pollution.
Table 4. Hazard of sediment pollution to lakes and watercourses in
the 7-county metro area
Degree of hazard
Slight
Moderate
Severe

''Acres

Percent of
land area

1,215,500
330,000
260,000

67%
18%
15%

having only a slight or moderate erosion hazard may
have a severe sediment pollution hazard, such as areas
where runoff directly enters a lake or watercourse.
Another example would be flat areas bordering escarpments -such as river terraces -where increased runoff
due to urbanization may trigger gullying of watercourses,
producing large quantities of damaging sediment. Battle
Creek Park in St. Paul is an example of this problem.

Moderate
These areas possess a moderate sediment pollution
hazard because of a combination of sloping land and
erosive soils, but they are generally a greater distance
from lakes and watercourses.
Slight

0

Excludes surface water areas, swamps, etc.

These areas, shown on figure 60, relate both to land slope
and types of soils and these soils' relationship to lakes and
watercourses.

Severe
This area possesses a severe hazard of sediment pollu·
tion to lakes and/or watercourses because of steep slopes
and/or tight silty or clayey soils or because of sandy
soils that are on or adjacent to escarpments bordering
lakes or watercourses. These are generally the same areas
that have a severe ·erosion hazard. Many severe erosion
hazard areas may have only a slight or moderate sediment pollution hazard because of their remote locations
from lakes or watercourses. Conversely, some areas

The remaining areas, except for flood plains, lakes, and
peat bogs, are low sediment pollution hazard areas. They
are composed mainly of sandy soils, flat areas, andjor
sloping areas that are a considerable distance from an
established watercourse or lake.
The control of sedimentation and its effects are in
control of erosion. Being awareof the hazard is only the
first step. In addition to steps to prevent erosion, practices
such as construction of temporary sediment catchment
basins may be required in high yield areas during ·development. A development plan should be prepared to
outline temporary measures to be used in the construction sequence. .
.
.
NOTE: Also see HAZARD OF SHEET EROSION. Although only a
slight hazard of· sedimentation to lakes and streams may
exist, erosive soils require special treatment wherever
they occur.
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INTERPRETATION FOR TWIN CITIES 7-COUNTY METROPOLITAN AREA
SUITABILITY AND FEATURES AFFECTING USE
SOIL
LANDSCAPE
UNIT

DESCRIPTION

SSWD

Sandy over sandy, welldrained, dark-colored

SSWL

Sandy over sandy, welldrained, light-colored

SLWD

Loamy over sandy, welldrained, dark-colored
Loamy over sandy, welldrained, light-colored

SLWL

GEOMORPHIC
REGIONS

SLPD

Loamy over sandy, poorly
drained, dark-colored

LSWL

Sandy over loamy, welldrained, light-colored

LLWL

Deep silty or loamy, welldrained, light-colored

LLWD

Loamy over loamy, welldrained, dark-colored

SSPL

Sandy over sandy, poorly
drained, light-colored

SSPD

Sandy over sandy, poorly
drained, dark-colored
loamy over loamy, poorly
drained, dark-colored
loamy over loamy, poorly
drained, light-colored
Clayey over loamy, poorly
drained, dark-colored
over clayey, poorly
dark-colored
Loamy over rock, welldrained, dark-colored

LLPD
lLPl
LCPD
CLPD
RLWD

RLWL

SSR

loamy over rock, well·
drained, light-colored
loamy over rock, poorly
drained, dark-colored
Sandy over rock, welldrained, dark-colored
Steep, stony, rocky land

R
A

Exposed rock
Alluvial land

P

Organic soils

M

Marsh

RLPD
RSWD

ACRES

%

HYDROLOGIC
GROUP

DEPTH TO HIGH DOMINANT
WATER TABLE
SLOPE
(FT.)
{%)

HAZARD
OF SHEET
EROSION

CROPLAND

LAWNS
AND
GARDENS

Slight

Gravel Pits
A small area near Afton in Washington County is more sloping and has interpretations similar to those in Geomorphic Region 45.
Hazard of pollution.
s T equals less than .5 percent (trace).
• Region 45 has some soil and slope differences. North and east of the Mississippi River, slopes are dominantly less than 12 percent and in other areas use is limited by
slopes over 12 percent. Moderate interpretations refer to areas with less than 12 percent slope, severe for areas over 12 percent.
5
Includes 100 acres of llWL.
6
May be impractical to drain many areas.
7
Most areas in Washington County are on the low end of the slope range and have 2 to 4 feet of loamy material over rock.
8
In some areas, the sandstone bedrock is easily excavated.
1

2

TREES
AND
SHRUBS

Poordroughty

SOURCE OF
SAND AND
GRAVEL

DEGREE AND KIND OF LIMITATION

COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
LIMITATION

HOUSES

LOCAL
ROADS AND
STREETS

SEPTIC TANK
ABSORPTION
FIELDS

SHALLOW
EXCAVATIONS

LARGE-SCALE
PARK
DEVELOPMENT
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